Need expert advice? Call us!
(+1) 954 762 7607
[skype-status]

Shared Apartment Mariana H. IIII
CLP 250,000 / Month - ID: SC-DC-0023 - Santiago de Chile
Heating

Available:

Internet

› Santiago Downtown

Washing machine

AS OF NOW

Location: Santiago Center

Residents max.: 1

Bathrooms: 5

Internet, Heating, Washing machine
Location:

The house is located in the center of Santiago in the neighbourhood Barrio Brasil. In the
surroundings you will find many restaurants and bars. As the neighbourhood is near to many
universities, it’s especially popular among young people and students. The metro stations „Los
Heroes“ and „Republica“ (metro
1/4line 1) can be reached within only few walking minutes. The bus
terminal for remote buses can also be reached easily.

Building

The shared apartment is located in a restored ancient building. The house consists of 2 floors and
16 rooms in total. There is a big kitchen with a big dining table and a common room with TV.

Residents:

The shared apartment is located in a restored ancient building. The house consists of 2 floors and
16 rooms in total. There is a big kitchen with a big dining table and a common room with TV.

Bedroom/s:

The room is equipped with a double bed, nightstand, an armchair, a desk with chair and a closet.

Bathroom/s:

There are 5 bathrooms in total. 3 bathrooms are located on the ground floor, 1 one them is
equipped with a shower and a WC, the other two are only equipped with a WC. On the first floor
there are two bathrooms, one for each gender. Each of those bathrooms is equipped with 2
showers and 2 WCs.

Features:

There is a washroom with washing machine and dryer. For using those installations you will need a
chip that costs 1.000 pesos each (detergent not included). During Winter, there are gas heaters
available. The gas containers have to be bought by the tenants. The common areas are cleaned
three times a week by a maid. She also washes the bed linen.

Rent and additional costs:
Room rental, 1 person: 250.000 Pesos / month
Room rental, 2 people: 340.000 Pesos / month
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Property Location
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http://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/staticmap?center=%2CErasmo+Escala%2C+Santiago%2C+Regi%C3%B3n+Metropolitana%2C+Chile&marker

Rahel Leibundgut
Do you like this offer? Contact us! We are looking forward to see you.
(+56-2) 2819 8274 [Chile]
(+1) 954 762 7607 [8am – 5pm EST]
Email: housing@chileinside.cl
Languages: English, Spanish, German
See my listings
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Property URL

http://www.housing-in-chile.com/property/shared-apartment-mariana-h-iiii/
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